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BANGLADESH: November 3 - 23, 1999 : 3,000 BEDKITS
CLARENCE DEYOUNG
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

One of the key groups of volunteers within
the SCA W organization is our overseas
volunteers. They are the people who SCA W
sends the funds to so.that they can:

1) purchase the items for the bedkits and
package them so that the children can
carry them home. We at SCAW
constantly encourage our overseas
volunteers to hire small cottage
industries to make the items for the
bedkits.

2) select the children who are going to
receive the bedkits. This can be a very
time consuming task, visiting schools
and communities to select children
between the ages of 6 and 12, equally
mixed, 50% boys and 50% girls, who
will derive the most benefit from our
bedkits.

3) work with SCAW's overseas travelling
team while we are in their country
doing the distributions. They must
also arrange to pick us up daily and
bring us to the sites, and arrange to
have the bedkits delivered to the sites,
etc.

These are no small tasks. In the case of
Dhaka, one Rotarian used his showroom
for a warehouse and utilized his staff to do
the packaging, as well as helping to deliver
and distribute the bedkits to the children.

Another Rotarian, who has built and runs
a private school, closed the school for the
day and had all his teachers picking up and
dropping off the children, plus assisting

with the distribution. This same man
supplied a car and driver whenever we
needed one.

In addition, every Rotarian who arranged
to bring children to get a bedkit paid a
small fee for each child they brought. This
fee is used to pay for packaging and
transportation expenses because every cent
of the $30 that SCA W sends must go into
the bedkit itself for the child - a SCA W
requirement that must be met.

The consistency within the Rotary Club of
Dhaka from last year to this year was a
great help, and was one of the reasons why
the distributions went very well.

I thanked the Rotary Club ofDhaka on your
behalf for all their help in assisting us with
getting 3,000 more of God' s needy children
into beds.

INTERVIEW WITH A
BANGLADESH BOY

What is your name? My name is Shuhag.

How old are you? I am 11 years old.

Do you have any brothers or sisters? I
have three sisters.

What kind of work does your father do? He
is a casual (spare-on-call) rickshaw driver.
He rents the rickshaw from the owner and
pays him so much a day, but he doesn't get
much work.

What does your mother do? She works as
a house maid, but she is not working right
now because she has to stay at home to take
care of my one-year-old sister.

Do you go to school? Yes, I go to a free
primary school from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m.

What grade are you in? Grade 5.

How long does it take you to walk to
school? Five minutes.

Does anyone inyour family have a mosquito
net? My oldersisteris the only one who has
one;

How many rooms are in your house? There
are almost two rooms. All of the family
sleeps in the same room.

Areyouafraidofmosquitoes? Yes. When
my father has enough money, sometimes
he will buy mosquito coils, but we don't
have any now.

What kind of a house do you live in? My
parents rent our house. It is made of a tin
roof, tin on the sides and a brick floor.

How manypair of pants doyou have? One.

How many shirts do you have? I have two
- one for play and one for school.

Looking at all the items in this bedkit,
which two items will you appreciate the
most? Number one is the shirt because my
shirt for school is tom. And number two is
the school bag.

How many pairs offootwear do you have?
I have one pair of sandals that I only wear
to school, but they are broken.

It was then explained to Shuhag that some
of the money to buy these bedkits came
from boys and girls in Canada who wanted
to share because they have so much, and

(continued on page 2)

"If you've never been poor, you won't understand."
MIIrTlIY Dryden
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(Bangladesh, by Clarence Deyoung, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, continued from page 1)

also they wanted him to have a good night
of sleep so that he would be well rested to
go to school.

Shuhag asked the SCAW team to thank the
children in Canada for him.

INTERVIEW WITH A
BANGLADESH GIRL

What isyour name? My name is Rina.

How old are you? I think Iam ten-years-
old.

Do you have any brothers or sisters? I
have one brother and five sisters.

Whatdoesyourfather do? He isa rickshaw
puller.

What does your mother do? My mother
works in a garment factory.

Do you go to school? Yes. And I do my
chores.

What chores do you have to do? Every
morning I walk approximately four
kilometres to take food to my mother at
work and to my uncle.

Whatgrade are you in? I do not know. I
can count to 20 and I am just starting to
learn the alphabet. I miss a lot of school
because I have to do my other chores.

Do you have any time to play with your
friends? Not much because of school and
my chores.

Where and what kind of house do you live
in? We live in Shantytown in a rented tin
house that only has one room.

Where do you sleep? All five sisters sleep
in one bed.

Why did you come here today? I was
walking by and heard that someone was
giving things away, so I stopped.

What did you eat today? Nothing yet. I
was toobusy doing my chores. (Note: This
interview took place at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon.)

When does your mother get home from
work? She leaves home at 6 a.m. and gets
home at 8 p.m.

When does your father get home from
work? If he works the early shift, he gets
home at supper-time. If he works the late
shift, he gets home late.

Does anyone inyourfamily haveamosquito
net? No.

1999 BANGLADESH BEDKIT

1 quilt
1 bed sheet
1 pillow
1 pillow cover
1 towel
1 canvas school bag
1 pencil
1 pencil sharpener
I eraser
1 6" plastic scale ruler
I soap box
I soap
I comb
I mosquito net
I ground sheet
1 pair slippers/sandals
I nail cutter
1 tooth brush
I tooth paste/powder
1 material wrapper
1 exercise book
2 sets of pyjamas
1 school uniform -

boys: shirt and trousers
young girls: dress and leggings
older girls: two piece outfit

DAVID KIDDLE
MILTON, ONTARIO

Our first SCAWdistribution in Bangladesh
tookplace in Konapara which is a suburb of
Dhaka. To get there from our hotel it took
us more than an hour to work our way
through a sea of rickshaws, minicabs and
battered buses.

Our distribution site proved to be a
compound of several acres containing
chicken sheds and several small ponds.
The smell of the chickens was strong, but
not overpowering, andour host,Mr. Ahsan,
welcomed us at the gate. Everyone had
prepared well, and many of the children
were already dressed and ready to be
photographed.

We selected a nice level site with a pond as
a background. The children were formed
into lines and the distribution and
photographing proceededwithout incident.
By lunch time we had completed 300.
After lunch we moved our site to account
for the angle of the sun, then completed the
other 200 for the day's total of 500.

Mr. Ahsan and his team had worked hard
and were well organized with plenty of
help from volunteers, with shelter for the
children from the hot sun, and lunch for the
children. It was definitely a good start to
our work in Bangladesh.

For the next three dayswewere confined to
our hotel as a result of anti-government
strikes and protests called "Hartals": This
certainly put our distribution plans off
stride, and accordingly we had to arrange
to distribute greater numbers ofbedkits in
the days we had left.

We arrived at our next distribution, in a
sports field, after a much shorter journey
through the usual dense and suffocating
traffic. On the day of our arrival, a large
tent had been erected for a wedding to take
place that night for a thousand guests. We
used part of it for sheltering the children
from the hot sun, but this caused a shortage
of suitable areas within the compound for
our distribution. However, once we got
through the usual glitches, the distribution
proceeded well, except for the constant
roar of traffic and calls to prayer from the
neighbouring mosque.

The next three days of distribution all took
place at the same location with buses
bringing children from more distant
locations. The distributions would proceed
more or less well, according to how much
preparation time had been put in by the
Rotary Clubs responsible.

We completed the distribution ofour 3,000
bedkits as planned at the sports complex,
though not a very satisfying experience for
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us. Given the constraints imposed by the
"Lastals'', we felt we did well to get our
work completed.

Another nation-wide strike hadbeen called
for the day after our departure, when
virtually nothing would move once again.
ourselves included. We were lucky to
depart from Dhaka when we did.

DOROTHY DALE
OAKVILLE, ONTARIO

The children are my whole reason for
being on this trip. And howdifficult it is to
convey the range of emotions that well up
in one's heart as we saw the crowds of
eager.children waiting to be.dressed.in the
clothes from the bedkits - the boys in fine
flannel shirts and nicelyco-ordinatedpants,
and the girls in two different stylesofdress.
The little ones wear simple cotton print
dresses in bright colours oforange, yellow
and pink, while the older girls wear the
traditional style tunic dresses (a kameez)
overmatching full-cut trousers. Theywere
in solid colours of brilliant orange, bright
gold, ceriseand purple, and are the uniform
for school.

At our first stop, a chicken farm near a
small town adjacent toDhaka, the children
were lined up awaiting our arrival, no
doubt bewildered and puzzled about what
was happening. They were photographed
three at a time, sitting behind the bedkits to
show you, our donors who make it all
happen, what they receive in their kits.
These youngsters are extremely poor and
have very few possessions, so this is a big
day for them when-they Will receive the
contents of the fine bedkit assembledby the
Rotaiy Club members. As the sun rose
higher, the heat grew stronger, and yet the
children waited patiently in the lines in the
shade and were extremely well behaved.
Some were very shy, their eyes wide with
curiosity and wonder, but mostly they are
polite and courteous. Our Rotarian helpers
had dressed them in their new clothes and
placed their ownbelongings in plastic bags
which they clutched tightly as they waited.
As it was preferred that they be
photographed without them holding their
personal bedkits, we handed the bedkits to
helpers who would give them back to the
children after their pictures were taken.

Many of the youngsters were reluctant to
give up the bedkits even for these few
moments because they own so very little.
What small possessions they might have
are very precious to them.

There are many moments when the tears
one has held back so longjust have to flow,
as when I glanced at one little girl's bag
and saw the meagre little collection of
ragged clothes she had been wearing,
Another waswhen helping the little ones to
be seated for their pictures, feeling their
fragile little bones through the fabric of
their new clothes. Some of them are very
thin and obviouslyunder-nourished. They
also have skin problems, colds, etc., but on
this special occasion their mothers have
made sure that they are lovely and clean,
their hair combed and tlielf siiiiles bright.
Many of the little girls are wearing their
proudest bits of "dime-store" jewellery,
bright metal and colourful plastic, trying to
look their best for the visitors.

Seeing the joy on their faces as they leave
with their precious bedkits, one feels some
ray of hope that things may get better for
them. Tonight theywill havea mat to sleep
on, a fine padded blanket/quilt, a pillow
and some sleeping clothes. Andwhen they
wake up they may be able to face the
coming daymuch better due to the fact that
you, our donors, have made it possible for
them to have a good night of sleep.

TED SWANS TON
ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO

Bangladesh isvirtually surroundedbyIndia
on three sides, and by the BayofBengal on
the south. The people have achieved
independence twice; from Britain in 1947
and from Pakistan in 1971. But their
struggles continue. A country about the
size of our Canadian province of
Newfoundland, Bangladesh has a
population of one-hundred-and-thirty-
million (130,000,000), and is the eighth
largest in the world. Approximately 80%
ofthe people are involvedwith agriculture,
primarily rice growing. About 75% are
illiterate, and an estimated 60% live in
poverty. There is a large garment
manufacturing industry, much of which is
exported. Per capita income averages
approximately CDN $300 per year. A

rickshaw driver earns about $5 a daybefore
hepays the cost of renting the bike from the
owner.

Most of the country is a low-lying delta
where four major river systems (one the
great Ganges) come together. Every year
nature's fury brings flooding and cyclone
winds. The terrain is so low that there is
nothing to stopthewater. In spring, melting
snowfrom theHimalayan mountain ranges
in the north causes rivers to swell and
overflow their banks. The surging waters
carrytwobilliontonnesofnrineral-richsilt
down these rivers, flooding, yet also
restoring the land for rice growing. Islands
formfromthe silt deposits, creating tenuous
space for people to live, until the floods
come again and wash their islands away.
Then-follows-summer when the torrential
monsoonrains comefrom the south, turning
fields into lakes and dirt roads into rivers.
Finally comes the long annual period of
drought, cruelly whip-sawing the country
from a desperate need for flood prevention
to an even more crying need for irrigation
and for life.

Despite its problems, Bangladesh is a land
of heroic accomplishments. Using
traditional methods, farmers manage to
produce 90% of the nation's rice
requirements - the country is the third
largest rice producer in the world.

Our SCAW team's arrival followed the
summer monsoons and, as we descended
via the Boeing 747 and approachedDhaka,
the country's capital, we could see the
evidence of recent flooding: there were
patchwork quilts of fields covered with
water, small boats passing where land once
was and will be again when the waters
subside. Dhaka, a city of over seven-
million people, was our home base for
SCAW's bedkit distributions. Roads are
jammed with traffic. Driving one mile
often takes well over an hour. Literally
thousands upon thousands of bicycles or
motor-powered rickshaws dodge in and out
amongst cars, trucks and buses. Clouds of
pollution block the sun.

Our skilled driver weaved in and out, and
around vehicles of all kinds, and around
the pedestrians whowere taking their lives
in their hands to cross the roads. Many
covertheir nosesand mouths, seeking scant
protection from the fumes and dust. Horns
are constantly blaring. We move, stop,
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(Bangladesh by Ted Swanston, Etobicoke,
Ontario, continued from page 3)
wait, then move again. Five vehicles
converge into a space for one - who will
giveway? Whowill get there first? Busses
and trucks show a multitude of scrapes
and dents all down their sides and backs.
We were often within inches of people in
other vehicles.

And in the midst of this chaos are the
poorest of the poor - tapping on the
windows of your vehicles, begging. I
made the "mistake" of looking at a few
people: a young man in rags hobbling on
one leg with a crude stick for support; an
old man, so dignified in traditional long
robes; and a woman and infant child, the
mother toothless with totally diseased
gums, gently lifting the child's eyelids,
looking for a sign of-something, I guess
anything, but I know not what. In each
case, a spark of hope appeared in their
eyes as they perhaps thought here is
someone who sees me; here is someone
whowill help. Wehad been advised not to
offer money to the beggars as this would
draw a crowd within seconds. And so I
looked away. Within a few minutes -
minutes that passed like hours, our car
moved on.

We were often stopped for long minutes:
this was a remarkable opportunity to see
the people of Bangladesh in their daily
living - a man cutting a piece ofbamboo,
a teenage boy carrying a load of sand in a
basket on his head, a myriad of open
market stalls selling all manner of foods
and goods, fresh chicken meat hanging (a
man flailing to brush the flies away from
it), and always everywhere the bicycle-
drawn rickshaws. Some carry three or

MUMBAI, INDIA
6,000 BEDKITS

NEXT SCHEDULED
DISTRIBUTION TRIPS

JANUARY, 2000

CHENNAI, INDIA
3,000 BEDKITS

more people, the bicycle ridden by a thin
man or boy, muscles straining against the
weight, striving to move ahead a few feet,
until the vehicles in front stops yet again.
Some rickshaws pulled carts laden with
scrap metal, vegetables or other goods; each
load a significant weight, each bicyclewith
only one gear, each driver working so hard,
straining, breathing in fumes continually.

Our bedkit distributions were suspended for
two days due to hartals, the nation-wide
shutdown called by the opposition political
parties. Rickshaws are permitted to move
freely, but motorized vehicles are banned
from the roads. There were marches and
demonstrations against thegovernment, and
it was a time for not drawing attention to
oneself. Rawmaterials cannot be delivered,
and goods cannot be shipped to waiting
customers. The country's challenges
continue.

This gives you a brief glimpse of a country
far away and in great need. However, the
needs are greatest amongst the children.

Thank you, donors, for helping to make a
difference. Three thousand children in
Bangladesh nowcan geta goodsleep, thanks
to you.

PASSION

When you feel passionate about something
or someoneyou lose all sense of time. Your
mind forgets where you are and who you
are. Your heart takes over with an all-
consuming feeling ofenergyand excitement
about what you're doing or who you're
with. You struggle to prolong the moment,
the touch, the experience, and you mourn
when it is over.

Murray and Theda Dryden

and all SCAW s Volunteers,

wish YOU

SEASON'S GREETINGS

AND A

HAPPY AND PEACEFUL

MILLENIUM!

SCAW MILLENIUM
CELEBRATIONS •••

Plans are underway for the year 2000 with
Bette Sergeant agreeing to chair a
committee to determine the "whats"
"why's" and "wherefores" ofSCA W's 30th

Anniversary. However,Bette needsYOUR
input. Please write Bette at: 10 Joseph
Street, Tillsonburg, N4G IH8; or phone
519-842-4500; or fax 519-842-5181; or
e-mail: sergt@oxford.net

THANK YOU
Agfa Canada Inc. for
donating the film for the
Bangladesh trip

Black's Photography for
the photofinishing

The Printing House
(Russ Cosman)
5120 Dundas Street West
Etobicoke, Ontario for the
printing of this newsletter

Champion Photochemistry
Limited for supporting the
photofinishing

Kay KeUy,
Harry Keating and
Maurice Kowanetz
for publishing this newsletter

Somepeople comeacross passion fleetingly
in their lives, while other people fill their
lives with passion for their work, their art,
and their loved ones. Become passionate
about somethingor someoneand experience
the feeling of caring deeply and loving
intensely.

"Where Love Resides"
Reflections on love and life

How to Make an American Quilt
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